
Yeovil Town 0, Fleetwood Town 2
Fleetwood town made
history as they beat league
one side Yeovil town to
reach the third round of the
FA Cup for the first time.

Both sides were reduced to 10
men late in the second half, but it
was Town who progressed to set
up a home tie with Championship
neighbours Blackpool in January.

The excellent Jamie Vardy’s
late strike sealed the victory and
sparked wild celebrations among the
600-strong Cod Army, after Jamie
McGuire’s first-half effort had given
the away side the lead.

Fleetwood made seven changes
from their 3-1 defeat to Northwich at
the weekend.

Jamie Milligan lost his battle for
fitness, and Gareth Seddon picked up
his fifth booking of the season at the
Victoria Stadium, ruling them both
out for the tie at Huish Park.

Danzelle Louis-Hamilton, Paul
Edwards, Richard Brodie, Glenn
Wilson, Charlie Wassmer and Ryan
Crowther all made way for Scott
Davies, Shaun Beeley, Nathan Pond,
Peter Till, Andy Mangan, Peter
Cavanagh and Vardy.

Kieran Charnock and Sean Clancy
were the only other absentees from
the initial tie, settling for a place on
the bench alongside Junior Brown.

Yeovil were unlucky not to go
ahead within the first minute, as
Kieran Agard breezed past Beeley
to feed Andy Williams, who forced
Davies into a save

But Fleetwood were still looking
confident, with Beeley and Till
looking sharp down the right, while
Vardy’s pace and effort continued
to impress, as he sent in a pinpoint
cross for Andy Mangan after 11
minutes, who headed over.

Beeley then sent a cross in for
Briggs on the 19th minute, but his
half-volley was wide of the mark.

At the other end, the Glovers were
almost gifted a goal after 25 minutes
when Paul Wotton’s long-distance
free-kick was only parried by Davies,
but fortunately for Town, MacLean
didn’t take advantage of the rebound.

Fleetwood were very much the
better side and took a deserved lead
two minutes later.

Good movement between Mangan
and Till gave McGuire possession
inside the box, and his low shot beat
Stewart into the bottom left corner.

The away side kept up their
dominance as Briggs attempted a
long-distance shot.

The game was temporarily halted
after 34 minutes as substitute Brodie
picked up an unusual booking for
attempting to disrupt play.

Good play between Till, Vardy
and Briggs only a few minutes later
resulted in a corner, Goodall’s ball
falling to Pond whose shot went
wide.

Mangan almost put his side two
goals ahead after a pass from Vardy,
but his strike was deflected.

The half-time whistle was met
with a chorus of boos from the Huish
Park faithful.

Yeovil made a substitution for the
second half as Conor Clifford made
way for Gavin Williams, and they
were quick off the mark as Ed Upson,
the scorer of a spectacular long-
range goal at Highbury, unleashed
an off-target shot from the left-hand
side.

Two powerful shots from distance
in quick succession from Mangan
and Vardy after five minutes of the
restart served as further warnings
that Fleetwood were here to win
the game.

Davies did well to save from
Bondz N’Gala after a series

of headers in the
Fleetwood

penalty

area on the 54th minute, while a wall
of red kept out Wotton’s free-kick
shortly afterwards.

It got worse for Yeovil as they
found themselves down to 10 men

on the 69th minute. N’Gala, already
yellow carded for a challenge on
Vardy, received his second booking
after fouling the same player.

MacLean made way for Alan
O’Brien after 73 minutes, and 60
seconds later, Agard had a great
chance to draw his side level, but
blasted wide from the right.

Fleetwood kept on attacking and
Mangan fired a shot on goal after
Vardy’s miskick in the area.

But Fleetwood also went a man
down on the 84th minute, as Steve
McNulty picked up his second
booking of the night, and Charnock
was brought on almost immediately

at the expense of Till.
Yeovil tried in vain to find an

equaliser, but O’Brien’s accurate
cross was headed just over the
crossbar by Gavin Williams.

And in stoppage time, it was
the away side who found the net,
as Vardy skilfully capped off a
wonderful performance in the

90th minute, finding himself one-
on-one with Stewart and poking

the ball past the goalkeeper, with
the aid of a slight deflection.
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The Fleetwood fans enjoy one of the most memorable nights in the club’s history

Goalscorers
Jamie
McGuire
(left) and
Jamie Vardy
celebrate
after beating
Yeovil 2-0
last night
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Giantkillers Fleetwood earn dream third-round tie against Blackpool

Jamie McGuire is all
smiles after putting
Fleetwood in front


